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November 2018

windreamNews

Donations Instead of Christmas Cards
Donating with your vote
Who does not know them – pretty, colorful Christmas cards. But usually, the joy does not
last very long. Therefore, we have decided to not send any written Christmas wishes and
to invest the money saved in a sustainable charity project.
We will donate 5.000 € and you can vote for a
charity organization to which our donation shall
go.
We have preselected three charities. We will
support the organization which receives the
most votes!
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Your vote matters!
You can choose between the Deutsche Kinderkrebsstiftung (German Childhood Cancer Foundation), Ärzte ohne Grenzen e. V. (Médicins sans Frontières) and the Deutsche Welthungerhilfe
e. V. (German World Hunger Help).

To the windream donation vote
For further information on the vote, on the conditions for participation and on the individual organizations, please refer to our website.
windream Donation Vote
The donation vote takes places from now on until December 31, 2018. Your vote will be accepted
until the last day at 23:59. The winner, meaning the organization with the most votes, will be
announced on our homepage and of course in the first newsletter of the new year.
We are looking forward to your participation in our donation vote.
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Premiere

windream at the BAU 2019
Next year, for the first time, our ECM products will be presented at the BAU (the world’s
leading trade fair for architecture, materials and systems) in Munich. The “BAU 2019“ will
take place from January 14 to January 19 on the exhibition grounds in Munich. We will be
present with our stand in hall C5. Our stand number is 229. We would like to invite all
interested parties to visit us at our stand in Munich!
Digital processes are getting more and more important in everyday work, also in the construction
industry. Of course, to follow this trend, we will present our products adequately in Munich.

What are we presenting?
In addition to the latest version of our windream ECM system of course, the focus will be on
products which are relevant for the construction industry. That primarily means a detailed
presentation of our file management solutions. And even though the application of an ECM
system is not limited to certain industries, it can be used just as efficiently in certain industry
sectors as any industry-specific application. Therefore, the focus of our product exhibition in
Munich will be on presenting specific opportunities and on how the solutions for file
management can be used resonably – key word: “construction file“.
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The BAU as a leading trade fair – a plattform for DMS and ECM
We are convinced that industry-specific trade fairs and their visitors will be more interested in IT
products in future; and so digitization in the construction sector progresses rapidly. For this reason
we think that the BAU 2019 is a suitable platform for presenting our software solutions, especially
as it defines itself as the leading trade fair for architecture, building materials, and systems. Every
two years, practical innovations, cross-industrial solutions for the commercial and public sector
and interior construction are presented in Munich.
The trade fair is also of great interest for our partners. Therefore, we are happy to announce that
the following windream partners will be joining us at the BAU 2019 and will be presenting their
products all around windream: BCT Germany, One Click Solutions, ZMI, visuplus and Network
Dimensions.

Free tickets for interested parties
Interested parties who wish to visit us in Munich can get free tickets via our homepage.
BAU 2019: Ticket form
For further information on our participation in the BAU 2019 and on the BAU 2019, please refer
to

our

website

www.windream.com/bau

and

to

the

offical

BAU

2019

website

www.bau-muenchen.com.
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CEBIT 2019 Cancelled
Due to recent events, we must inform you that the CeBIT 2019 has been cancelled, as the
organizer Deutsche Messe AG officially notified us on November 28.
As you may have already heard, the cancellation also means the
end of the current exhibition format. As an IT distributor and longtime exhibitor, we regret this decision, especially as the new event
concept of practically experiencing digitization, which was announced only this year, sounded very promising and future-oriented.

windream with new event concept
But we would also like to use the opportunity arising from the CEBIT cancellation to point out a
completely new event concept ”made by windream”, which we would like to present in the beginning of 2019 and about which we will of course inform you comprehensively and in due time.
What should you expect? We are planning further windream events in Germany, a new edition
of our big windream conference windream.CON, more partner events and participation in further
trade fair formats with the opportunity to participate for our partners. First steps towards this goal
have already been made: for example, our first participation in the BAU 2019 in January in Munich
(see above).
Therefore: Stay with us in the new year and stay tuned!
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The windream Training Schedule 2019 is set
Training dates are now available online
The new windream training program for the year 2019 is set and all training dates can now
be checked online in the info center on our homepage.
Under the following link, under “Aktuelle Schulungstermine“, an overview of all training dates for
the whole year 2019 in German language can be found: www.windream.com/schulung.
If you should be interested in training sessions held in English language, please contact us.

Information documents for download
Furthermore, we provide a download link for downloading the current windream training program
in German language. In this document, you will find an introduction to all training modules and
organizational notes on how to participate in a training module.

Additionally, under the following link, all dates for the three training blocks for the upcoming year
can be downloaded via the web portal:
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windream Imaging

New Version 6.5 will be released shortly
Our scan and imaging solution windream Imaging will be released shortly!
One of the most important changes: The usability of the application has
been improved significantly.

Improved usability: Redesign of the interface, new icons
and styles
A complete redesign further improves the application, from which the users will directly benefit.
For example, items and functions which are executed directly via the work interface get new icons
which results in a new design. The setup has also been redesigned.
Furthermore, pages of a document which have been edited recently can be displayed directly
now. Additionally, current work states can be saved periodically and be reloaded at the next start.
Furthermore, a quick start view now allows the user direct access to the functions Scan and
Import and to further items.

Technical innovations
When it comes to technical matters, many changes have been made as well. windream Imaging
has been completely adjusted to 64 bit and uses the new Abbyy FineReader engine version 11.
The scan interface of windream Imaging has been outsourced into a separate process and a new
process for recognizing empty pages has been implemented.
Further new features complete the range of functions. This includes, among other things, key
combinations in the Scan Client, new options and a logging function for the administration tool.
Many further functions complete the range of functions.
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Available soon
The new version 6.5 of windream Imaging will not have been released yet when this newsletter
is published. However, it will be released soon.

New Version of the windream Sidebar
A new version of our windream Sidebar is available for customers and partners! The new
version features many detailed improvements and optimizations.
The most significant feature is the option of providing the modified configurations
of the Sidebar server-sided or centrally by an administrator. In this context, it is,
for example, possible to roll out a customized version of the Sidebar to certain
company sections. That means that the Sidebar can look differently in the different departments of a company.
This way, all employees of a certain company department receive exactly those functions in the
Sidebar which are required for everyday work. Generally, the different configuration options of
the sidebar are central but still configurable individually for the different company departments.
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windream Trainings
Specific windream training sessions in English language
will be held on request. For further information, please
contact

our

partner

management

via

partner@windream.com.

windream Events
Online Agenda
For an overview of our current event dates and for further information, visit www.windream.com/infothek/veranstaltungen.
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